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Al-Ahmadi Governor Sheikh Fawaz Khalid Al-Hamad Al-Sabah inaugurated Friday the first summer entertainment festival at Kuwait Magic Complex, which includes a range of recreational,
sports and cultural activities and events. The festival features rafting, tournaments and mental games, as well as shows by a local folk band.

Al-Ahmadi Governor opens 1st 
entertainment summer festival

ASSP Kuwait
Chapter holds
orientation meeting
for new committee

American Society of Safety Professionals
(ASSP), Kuwait Chapter conducted an
orientation meeting on July 29, 2018 at

Kuwait Hilton Resort, Mangaf for the newly
nominated Heads and Deputies of the commit-
tees for the term 2018-19. Chapter Secretary
Jahid Thakor kick started the meeting with the
opening remarks wherein he briefed the objec-
tive of the orientation meeting. 

He thanked all the Committee Heads and
Deputies for accepting the volunteer positions
to serve the Chapter voluntarily, as per the
chapter procedures and protocols voluntary
honorary appointment letters and the name
badges were handed over to the heads /

Deputies by the core committee of ASSP Kuwait
Chapter. The meet was headed by Eng. Fadhel Al
Ali, Chairman, ASSP Kuwait Chapter who has
been the pioneer of the Kuwait Chapter. Aamir
Rasheed, President welcomed the participants
and emphasized on the important role on hands
that included the major milestones to be
achieved during the term 2018-2019.  

Further Jahid Thakor, Secretary, ASSP Kuwait
Chapter delivered a presentation which featured
the roles and responsibilities of each Committee,
expectations, organization structure of the
Chapter, Chapter protocols  and other upcom-
ing major events like ASSP GCC HSE Excellence
Award 2019 and 10th ASSP HSSE International
Professional Development Conference and
Exhibition. 

The meeting concluded with closing remarks
by Chapter Vice President Sunil Sadanandan,
and other senior members of the chapter, who
wished all the committees for a successful year
ahead. The participants included the Elected
Members, Committee Heads, Deputy Heads the
Chapter Term 2018-2019 and Chapter
Administration Executives. 

Al-Shaheed
Park organizes
exhibition

Al-Shaheed Park organized an
exhibition called “Mirrors of Our
Souls” where two students from

the architecture department at Kuwait
University Eng Lulua Al-Roumi and
Eng Nouf bin Nasser displayed their
artwork at “The Green Belt” Bridge. Al-
Shaheed Park deals with engineers and
artists from various sectors, as well as
students who graduate from Kuwait
University to present special works
that immortalize our martyrs on August
2 of each year. 

The Park’s Director Yousuf Al-Baijan
said the park along with Loyac’s man-
agement supports the youth and
encourages them to present their ideas
and creativities in all fields. Baijian
added saying that the mirrors used by
the two students reflects the souls of
the Kuwaiti martyrs and the solidarity
of the society throughout the years and
how it managed to overcome the crises
during the invasion. 

The artwork included 28 columns of
mirrors that represented each year
since the invasion. Roumi expressed
her happiness by displaying her work
of art at Al-Shaheed Park calling it a
national piece of art inspired by the
tales of the Kuwaiti martyrs. 


